Dear Friends and Colleagues,

We hope all our theatre-loving and academic friends will gather through this letter to share the news. If you are interested, you can find the full programme online and plan your visit accordingly.

Theatre Teachers' Talks: Baked Theatre at the Theatre Academy is a round of Teachers' Talks that discusses a new topic. Join via ZOOM on our ONLINE EVENT! GIMMICK at 12:00pm. The open space is available on recordings on the academy's page.

Performance-based lesson:
Serafina senior on 17th May from 10 am - 12:30.
Our performance students will choose a non-technical task or a technical task and will explain at the end of the session what they have gained from the lesson.

The Art of TEXT Analysis: Monday 30th May from 16:00.
More on how to understand the play and the role as we explore the relationship through the production.

The Art of Composition: 24th - 30th May at 07 am to 06:30.
This composition is for contemporary theatre in its technical form. In the following session, we will discuss how to create a story based on the character and the setting.

Relevance of the Dialogue: 21st + 28th May 9:00 to 04:00.
The dialogue of the dialogue opens up new spaces of shared knowledge and understanding of the audience.

Relevance of the Dialogue: Practical Session (a)
A practical seminar for actors who wish to expand their understanding of dialogue. They will experience the nuances of dialogue on stage and learn to find the right dialogue for their project.

Soto - the beloved maestro:
Soto - the beloved maestro will be in residence on 10th to 30th May at 16:00 - 13:00 with individual coaching in the following week.

If you wish to follow our Facebook page, we would be honored if you could like our page and support our upcoming events.

Join us for a memorable experience in our Theatre Academy! We look forward to seeing you there.

The World Theatre Training Institute

Here comes the programme for the next month.